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For this collection of work, I took a lot of inspiration from a popular outdoor
photographer known as Erin Outdoors, who created miniature scenes using household
objects and food. I executed a simpler version of this with my limited skills and
materials. The overall theme I ended up achieving was somewhat surreal, achieved
through my use of materials like tinfoil, crumpled paper, and natural materials such as
parsley, grass, stones, bark, and water. All of these materials created the environments
for the tiny figurines I purchased. Every shot utilized a very tight zoom and often
additional cropping, so it was somewhat illusionistic what was actually being seen in the
composition.

I successfully utilized a variety of textures both natural and surreal using multiple
materials, each with unique effects. For example, a combination of tin foil and water with
certain lighting created a scene that looked like it was blue water, similar to natural
occurrences. Then, I used herbs like parsley which look like ambiguous foliage as I
intended for building these miniature “outdoor” scenes. Among the principles of art, I
balanced my subject matter with the rule of thirds and limiting the number of objects in
each image. There is an effective use of contrast in some of the photos, especially
where the light reflects off the tinfoil, and the green leaves create darkness on the other
side. As with most projects, there is always room for improvement. If I had better
equipment or used higher quality materials, I definitely could have created better
images. The choice of location limited my creative scope as well and taking my work
outside could have made it better.

A great contemporary artist that inspired this project is Lori Nix who is famous for
building highly elaborate, miniature dioramas that she then photographs. I was so
enamored by her work that I felt a great desire to create something even marginally
similar. While my work obviously has vast differences, I was pleasantly surprised with
the effects and compositions I was able to capture on such a small scale, especially
with the edition of editing. Learning to use a more telescopic lens to get my intended
scale took a lot more effort than I expected, and with the added focus sensitivity, I
definitely gained a great amount of skill through this project. The ability to explore my
creativity in the imaginary world I constructed was really meaningful once I figured out
the technical elements, and overall I’m proud of the final product I created.
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